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ON-SITE OFFICE CLOSED
MONDAY AND TUESDAY DECEMBER
24TH AND 25TH 2018
AND
JANUARY 1, 2019

Letter from the President
~Pat Straney
Once again the end of another year and it is time to pause and reflect on a few “highpoints”
of the year, thank our wonderful volunteers and prepare to enjoy the holiday season with
family and friends.
2018 started as just another typical year with the usual hectic schedules and challenges
of continued development, construction and community enhancement activities
throughout our community, but then, a new huge challenge arrived with the closing of the
Vistoso Golf Course. This event has a very large impact on our community and everyone
in it, especially those that live in close proximity to the golf property. For this reason it
very important for all members of Vistoso to be factually informed of the golf property
status as soon as credible information can be shared. Your VCA board and managers will
continue to do so going forward. In an effort to bring everyone up to current status, please
make sure to read the two articles in this newsletter about the golf property.
Ø The Nov. 30th Vistoso Golf Update (reprint of email blast) from VCA (see note 1)
Ø The letter to all Vistoso residents from the Preserve Vistoso group (see note 2)
It is very important that all Rancho Vistoso Community members pay attention to what is
going on in the community but remember to get it from the most credible source – right
now that is the VCA Manager, Lauren Lee and the VCA Board.
The Finance Committee completed the 2019 budget and the board adopted it at the
October board meeting. Work is continuing on updating a preliminary five-year plan for
Rancho Vistoso that supports the “post development/construction – built out” phase of our
community.
Especially during this very demanding year, I want to personally thank the many residents
that are offering to help with the golf situation and all the volunteers that selflessly give
their time and talents to staff the board, sub-committees and task force groups in an
unending effort to continuously enhance our community. Rancho Vistoso Community runs
primarily on volunteers and we are always looking for fresh perspectives, ideas and
additional help. Volunteering provides you an opportunity to add your influence to the
direction of our community through personal involvement on various committees.
Welcome back to our seasonal residents. I wish you and all our residents a Great Holiday
Season.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Pat Straney – Board President
Vistoso Community Association

BOARD MEETING DATES 2019
The meetings are held the 4th Thursday of the month, with exceptions in
November and December
January 24, 2019 - February 28, 2019
March 28, 2019 - ANNUAL MEETING
April 25, 2019 - May 23, 2019 - June 27, 2019
July 25, 2019 - August 22, 2019 - September 26, 2019
October 24, 2019 - November 2019 - NO MEETING - December 5, 2019 (1st Thursday)
All meetings are held at 945 W. Vistoso Highlands Dr. 5:30 PM

WEBSITE

The Community Manager provides weekly information on items that impact your community.
You can visit the website at ranchovistosohoa.com and sign up for the weekly email blasts!
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Golden Goose Thrift Shop
In Our Sixteenth Year

$12 Million Raised in Our First 15 Years!
100% of Profits go to Local Charities

(Serving Oro Valley, Catalina, southern Pinal County – Community Food Bank, Clothing Bank,
Senior Center, Children’s Clothing & Education)
Shop – Donate – Volunteer,




A 501(c)3 not-for-profit
Donations 100% tax deductible

Best Thrift Shop
(5 Years in a Row)

Thank you, Charity







We pick up in Rancho Vistoso every day but Friday and Sunday.

Call 825-9101 8:00-3:00 to schedule.

Best Antique Shop

Best Non-Profit Gift Shop

ǤǤ   Ǥnd “” us on
 Ǥ

15970 N. Oracle Rd. Catalina, AZ 85739 – Phone 825-9101

NOTE: 1
To maximize the number of Rancho Vistoso Community members likely to
receive the important information in the article below, we have decided to include
a reprint of the Vistoso Golf Course Update emailed to residents on November
30th, 2018.
The Vistoso Community Association Board of Directors understands the long summer
all residents have had regarding the uncertainty of the Vistoso Golf Course, especially
those who are most impacted by living adjacent to the course.
We all had very hopeful meetings early on with the Parks Legacy Project (PLP) people
and looked forward to helping them with the future success of the
course. Unfortunately, PLP commitment changed and the more the negotiations
dragged on, the less the residents and board became committed to the offer. The board
was asked to financially underwrite the cost of water into perpetuity.
At the eleventh hour, a third-party stepped in with a cash offer, the board held a meeting
with this party, and again we felt optimistic in the future of the golf course. This potential
buyer was not seeking any financial support from the Association. Within approximately
four days the Association was informed that this offer was withdrawn.
With hope that negotiations between Romspen and PLP would continue, the Board of
Directors was left waiting for some word of a final agreement between the parties. As of
late evening, November 28, 2018, the Board of Directors was informed that PLP
withdrew their offer to purchase the golf course.
The board received numerous comments and suggestions from the residents on what
the board should be doing. As a point of clarity, the board must act within its fiduciary
duty, governing documents and State of Arizona Statutes as a nonprofit organization.
The board would like the residents to know that we could not discuss the ongoing
negotiations between PLP and the Association at the time, but now that PLP has
withdrawn, we would like the residents to know the lengths the board has considered in
trying to work with PLP on the successful future of the course.
·

·

·

During the initial meetings, the Association was not asked for any monetary
involvement, but support of the plan to ask adjoining residents for help and the
support of some re-zoning at the town level.
Within a couple of weeks, the Association was asked for some financial
assistance, with the cost of water temporarily during the rezoning process. The
board was willing to consider a possible loan with recovery of funds starting when
the new homes sold. The loan idea was rejected by PLP.
The next request from PLP was for the Association to increase the quarterly
assessment, for the Association to secure additional assessment revenues from
the adjacent owners to the course without collecting any assessment from the

new home construction, into perpetuity. In addition, the Association would share
in the potential future expenses such as drilling wells if allowed and other water
reduction costs. This was rejected by the Association as the board felt that we
would need the additional income promised from the new homes sales before
this offer would be viable knowing the sales would not be available for years if
ever.
·

The board felt the Association paying for water cost into perpetuity was not a
viable solution for VCA members. The Association finally offered to allow PLP to
work with the owners adjacent to the golf course property to voluntarily sign up
for a deed restriction on their property, in exchange for monthly contributions. If
PLP were successful in getting the number of individuals agreeing to pay the
monthly fee they required, the Association would purchase the current onsite
office at fair market value to provide a quick financial boost to help offset their
water cost until the rezoning was completed. PLP rejected this offer, and then
withdrew the offer to purchase.
What the Association knows moving forward:

·

Of the 208 acres of the golf course, only a small part of the course was annexed
into the Association by Vistoso Partners when the course was built. It is our
understanding that 6.09 acres and the driving range are the only portions
annexed into the Association, thus the only portion subject to the CC&R’s.

·

The Association has no enforcement authority on property not annexed into the
Association.

·

10.1 Use of Association Funds: In addition to the powers enumerated in the
Articles and Bylaws, the Association shall apply all funds for the common good
and benefit of the Covered Property, the Owners and the Occupants. The
funds may be used, among other things, to insure, acquire, construct, alter,
maintain, provide and operate, in any manner whatsoever, any and all land,
properties, improvements, services, projects, programs, studies and systems,
within the Covered Property and the Common Areas, which may be necessary,
desirable or beneficial to the general common interests of the Owners and the
Occupants.

Vistoso, like most community associations, is a non-profit corporation. It is comprised of
all owners whose properties are subject to the Declaration and who therefore are
mandatory members required to pay assessments to the Association. The Association
must use those monies for the purposes set forth in the Declaration. Any other use
would be beyond the authority of the corporation/board.
The Association Board of Directors is currently reviewing alternatives and will continue
to work with Romspen on the future of the 208 acres.

NOTE 2: Preserve Vistoso
To Rancho Vistoso Residents:
How do we protect our property values and community way of life following the closure of the
Vistoso Golf Course?
In June the Vistoso Golf Course was closed and put up for sale. Romspen, the financial institution that
now owns the Vistoso Golf Course, has priced the 208 acres at $3.5M, which is above the current value
for current zoning.
A group of concerned residents formed an organization called Save Vistoso with the goals of
understanding the current zoning of the property, understanding the rezoning legal process and looking
for golf course buyers as a means to preserve property values. Save Vistoso hired a zoning attorney and
provided a summary of those findings to all members. In addition, Save Vistoso contacted numerous golf
course property owners in an attempt to find a buyer. Two offers were made on the golf course with the
maximum offer of $2.25M which is at the high end of the value as a golf course. No golf buyers were
willing to pay $3.5M for the course and many wanted some level of community financial support. Other
options were explored as well but no viable options were found.
The Vistoso Community Association (VCA) sponsored meetings with Parks Legacy Project (PLP) who
were willing to purchase the property for $3.5M and keep an 18-hole course if the community would support
development of 40 acres and provide ongoing financial support for the water bill for the course. In addition,
PLP was requesting financial support from the VCA. In November, negotiations fell through.
It became clear that under the current environment and at a price of $3.5M, Save Vistoso would not likely
find a buyer and, after five months of effort, Save Vistoso dissolved.
Many residents of Rancho Vistoso have expressed concern that if Romspen is unable to find a golf course
buyer, they may apply for rezoning and subdividing the golf course property for residential and possibly
even commercial development. In addition to negatively impacting the homeowners who live in the general
vicinity of the golf course, such rezoning and subdividing, and the resulting construction (especially when
viewed cumulatively with the other development that has already been approved for this area), would
cause dramatic increase in traffic, congestion and noise throughout Rancho Vistoso, would deal a tragic
and irreversible blow to the diverse wildlife that currently lives on and near the golf course property, would
diminish the open space, recreational facilities, lifestyle and other amenities that we enjoy in Rancho
Vistoso, and therefore reduce our property values, and would have numerous other direct and indirect
adverse effects on our Rancho Vistoso Community.
Moreover, the Board of Directors of the VCA is restricted by factors that limit its ability to protect
homeowners affected by the Vistoso Golf Course closure.
How, then, do we remedy this problem? How do we protect the homeowners who are directly or indirectly
affected by the closure of the Vistoso Golf Course? Further, how do we preserve the wildlife, open space
and recreational amenities of the Rancho Vistoso Community as a whole, while avoiding the increases in
density, traffic and noise, and other detrimental effects, that will inevitably occur from substantial additional
development in our area?
There has been some consensus that the only way to fully protect homeowner property values and to
preserve and enhance our community is to form a new entity that will work cooperatively with the Vistoso
Community Association to represent the homeowners affected by the closure of the golf course. Clearly,
for such a new entity to be successful, at least three things are necessary:

1. Active participation by a relatively small number of people willing to take on the roles of
Directors, Officers and Committee members;
2. More passive participation, by as large a group of people as possible, to vote, be heard,
and thereby guide the direction that the new entity will take; and
3. Financial support to enable the new entity to operate, hire consultants, and generally
represent and protect its constituents.
As such, we encourage every person who lives near the Vistoso Golf Course, or who is
otherwise concerned with the future of the golf course property and the allure of our beautiful
community, to join our contact list by sending the following information to:
PreserveVistoso@gmail.com:
1. Your name.
2. Your email address.
3. Name of your neighborhood (Cortona, Fairfield, Desert Crest, etc.).
4. (Optional) your street address and phone number.
5. Are you interested in being a Director, Officer or Committee member of the new entity?
6. Are you willing to financially help support the creation of the new entity?
7. Any other information you feel is pertinent.
By joining this contact list, we will make sure to keep you updated on our progress and share
any information we receive about the sale of the property.
This is only a first step. Once all the responses have been collected, we will send out a followup email to let you know some of the options we plan to explore, and a time and place where
interested homeowners can meet, discuss those and other options and goals, and help us form
this new organization.
Thank you in advance for your participation.
Preserve Vistoso
PreserveVistoso@gmail.com
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It’s comfortable here!

New Collections at Baker’s

Baker’s—a must-see home furnishing destination
that ignites inspiration and creativity, boasting
new products and collections that will set
your home apart.

Shown:

39
YEARS

FLEXSTEEL
OMNIA
B R A D I N G TO N -Y O U N G
HOOKER
S I M P LY A M I S H
AND MORE

BakersHomeFurnishings .com

Where Tucson shops for quality home furnishings
2303 E. Grant Rd. (West of Tucson Blvd.)

520.326.4808

Mon - Sat: 9:30 - 5:30

2019 Nominating Committee
Although it may seem like a long time away until the next annual meeting in 2019, and another
Board of Directors election, it is time to get started with the Nomination Committee. A
chairperson will be appointed. The committee is seeking volunteers to help with the election
process. This is a short-term commitment to oversee the call for candidates, ballot
preparations, ballot counting and announcing results. We will be electing three (3) directors in
the single-family classification and one (1) director in the multi-family classification.
Included in this newsletter is the nomination form. We will be inviting all candidates to the
regular board meeting in January and February to introduce them to the community and to
present their campaign to the residents. Please consider volunteering for this important
committee. If you are interested, please contact Lauren Lee at Associa Arizona, (520) 877-4615,
or by email at lauren.lee@associa.us.
Some homeowners run for their board for the wrong reasons. Some homeowners run for their
board for the right reasons. One thing is certain, if you are elected to your board, you will share
the power to make decisions about what is probably your largest asset, your home.
If you choose to run, it is because you care about the whole community, not just a monthly
meeting. Total participation in committees to include but not limited to:
• Deciding how assessment income of the association will be spent
• Enforcing the rules of the CC&R’s (Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions)
• Legal compliance of the HOA
• Attending and conducting board meetings in accordance with Arizona law
• Approve or reject architectural submittal applications
• Obtain reserve studies so that adequate reserves are developed, and special
assessments avoided
• Determine who is hired to perform services community wide

GATHERING IN THE GARDEN PAVILION
Your gifts are at work! Tohono
Chul will soon be even more
beautiful, conservation-friendly
and accessible.
Thanks to your gifts, the Gathering in the Garden
campaign has reached 90% of the $1.5 million
goal! This means:
• 86 new eco-friendly parking spaces
(many with shade structures topped with
solar panels) are already in place along
the back drive.
• The same architect who brought you
the Sonoran Seasons Garden, Overlook
and the new Entry Paths has developed
the construction plans for a garden pavilion
with space for more than 400 to gather
rain or shine.
• The pavilion will be built in the summer
of 2019. It will harvest rainwater and have
minimal impact on the gardens—most of it
is sited on what is now an asphalt lot.
• No more squeezing into spaces designed
for a nuclear family.

•

No more worries about canceling planned
and paid for Tohono Chul events due to
bad weather.
Visitors of all ages will find a place to gather in
the garden and be inspired by the art, nature and
culture of our region.
Thanks to your gifts, Tohono Chul will be an even
more welcoming home for education, relaxation
and celebration!

Christine Conte
Executive Director

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE GATHERING IN THE
GARDEN PAVILION PLEASE VISIT TOHONOCHUL.ORG

7366 N. PASEO DEL NORTE,
TUCSON, AZ 85704
TOHONOCHUL.ORG | 520.742.6455

In Home Caregiving Services

• Laundry
• Grocery Shopping
• Cooking/Meal Preparation

• Errands
• Light Housework
• and MORE!

520.355.4787
www.seniorhomecareoftucson.com

1171 E. Rancho Vistoso Blvd., Ste. 155 • Oro Valley, Arizona 85755

NOTES FROM THE TREASURER
2018 brought the Board and Finance Committee through a year of completion of major
upgrades and ongoing maintenance of VCA’s common properties. The greatest expenditure
was for the total replacement of the irrigation system along Woodshade Trail. The cost was
around $160K, which was from this year’s budget and monies from prior years that were not
expended. In addition, we upgraded facilities at Hohokam Park with funds contributed from
Lennar Home Builder at Eagle Summit. This money was directed at the purchase of “new”
equipment for the park. We also conducted a safety audit of our playground equipment and
replaced and/or repaired any items brought forth from this audit. There were also major
expenditures for gravel replacement and common wall painting from reserve funds.
Once again, I will ask our ARC Committee to bring forth projects for the 2019 year. Once we
review our budget for projects and the recommendation from the ARC, we will approve the
projects by end of 1st quarter. Bids will go to various contractors in 2nd quarter with the goal for
the project completions by end of 3rd quarter. This then sets the tone for budget year 2020.
The Board has had the most active year with Executive Sessions starting last April due to the
uncertainty of golf course operations. The owner, Romspen, turned water off except for tees
and greens in June. Parks Legacy Project then came to the community to present a plan for
operation that would continue golf operations. As noted by our last communique to the
community we could not come to an agreement for several reasons.
At our October Board Meeting, a budget was presented to the Board and an amendment was
made to increase assessments 10% to cover costs so that VCA could partner with PLP for golf
course operations. We felt, at that time, that because of the impact to the community if golf
course operations ceased it would have a dramatic impact on property values and for the good
of our VCA we needed to step up and protect our members and the negative impact this would
have on the community. With no agreement in place, the Board then worked together to make
a motion and voted accordingly to not invoke the 10% increase and keep residential,
commercial and builder assessments at the 2018 levels.
I do want to state that as a board, we strive to make the most productive decisions that impact
our community. If, in the future, a situation arises that will have a dramatic effect on our
community, this board will move swiftly to resolve the issue and if that decision is to increase
assessments we will do so.
We look forward to a much calmer and productive 2019.
Dennis Ottley

CLEERE LAW OFFICES, P.C.

Oro Valley’s Preferred Estate Planning Law Firm

Responsible for caring
for a loved one?
We offer a complimentary,
no obligation, initial consultation
to discuss legal issues encountered after
incapacitation or death.

We can also assist you in putting together
your own plan for these events.
10445 N. Oracle Road, Suite 141
Oro Valley, AZ 85737

Painting Your Home

With the Attention It Deserves

Popcorn Ceiling Removal—Interior Painting—Exterior Painting—Stucco Repair—Drywall Repair—Roof Coatings
Epoxy Floor Coatings—Wood Stain

Offering Exterior & Interior Painting • Drywall Repair • Popcorn Removal • Roof Coating

Call Today!

*FREE ESTIMATES*
*FREE COLOR CONSULTATION*

(520) 990-2445
www.Goodwinandsons.com
goodwinandsons@yahoo.com

ROC # Licensed,
309338
ROC
Bonded, & Insured #309338
YOU CAN'T LOSE WITH A GOOD WIN.

• We quote you a full price upfront
• Professional, prompt, and clean
• Highest quality paints
• Jobs ﬁnished when promised!

520.CAL.TRAK

YOU
CAN'T
LOSE
WITH
AA
GOOD
WIN. WIN. price
We will match
beat!)
any
competitor’s
YOU(or
CAN’T
LOSE
WITH
GOOD

People love us on…

$XXX OFF

a full interior or exterior
paint job with this ad
A +11/30/16.
Rating with
thedetails.
BBB
Exp.
Call for

THE 21ST CENTURY COMMUNITY:
SECURE ONLINE VOTING
Homeowner involvement is paramount to keeping a community association vibrant and
involvement also prevents apathy that leads to control groups or less than responsive boards.
Many associations have struggled with incentives to encourage member participation, but
increasingly many boards see secure online voting as a mechanism to lower barriers to participation
in neighborhood governance.
The biggest challenge for community associations when looking at secure online voting has
traditionally been antiquated laws. However, in the past few years the number of states that have
amended HOA and Condo laws to allow electronic voting has grown significantly. Today residents
in over 20 states, including Arizona, can use electronic voting for HOA or condominium matters.
Secure online voting offers many benefits to an association. First, it allows resident owners the ability
to vote anytime during an election period from their desk or even mobile device. Second,
electronic voting is inexpensive, especially when compared to mailing paper ballots to all eligible
residents within a community. Finally, secure online voting does not preclude a paper option for those
without access to a computer or those not particularly versed in online navigation.
Security and transparency are also an issue for implementing electronic voting. Secure online voting
for associations allows each homeowner the security of an individualized user account number and
third-party management for the election process at-large.
Of course, there is no one perfect solution alone that works to boost community involvement. But
secure online voting holds promise, especially in larger communities, to reduce costs, limit the
environmental impact and grow member participation.

Secure Online Voting for Vistoso Community Association
The Vistoso Board of Directors is teaming up with the experts at Associa Arizona to take advantage of
this incredible technology once again with the 2019 Annual Meeting. By continuing this process,
the Association saves money on printing and voting numbers are increased. Be aware for an
Annual Meeting letter notification of the timeline and the secure online voting process, that will arrive at
the primary address listed, during the weeks leading up to the date of the Annual Meeting.
The one thing that helps to simplify this process is you the resident, by making sure the HOA has
your correct mailing and email address on file. Without the correct information you will not be able to
vote so please in the coming months send an email to Lauren.Lee@associa.us or
Louisa.Sadler@associa.us and make sure you information is updated.

For a FREE Equity Valuation Visit: LuxuryOroValleyHomes.com

Your Trusted Real Estate
Marketing & Negotiation
Professionals Since 1999

Michelle & Stephen Ripley
Luxury Real Estate Advisors

Where luxury represents the
service we provide... Believe It!

Call Us:

1 (833) RIPLEYS

Our Designations & Certifications:
GRI - Graduate Realtor Institute
SRS - Seller's Residential Specialist
CNE - Certified Negotiation Expert
SFR - Short Sale/Foreclosure Resource
We Protect Your Equity Like It's Our Own!

The Pulitzer Prize nominated play, “Love Letters”, by A. R. Gurney, opened on Broadway nearly 30
years ago, and has been touring the world regularly ever since. It is a two person dramatic reading,
which has featured luminaries in the theatrical world from Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton to,
most recently, Alan Alda and Candace Bergen. And now, it is coming to Oro Valley, featuring the talent
of two of our own Oro Valley actors, Judi and Bill Rodman.
Don’t miss this One Night Only Valentine’s Day theatrical event on February 13, 2019, at the Gaslight Music Hall, 13005 Oracle Rd. Tickets are already on sale and moving quickly. Please call 520529-1000, or purchase online at Gaslightmusichall.com

your

The Mitchell Team
Professionals

Oro Valley

Selling Real Estate through Family, Friends, Faith, Flow and Trust.

New on the Market

New on the Market

Oﬀered at $345,000

Oﬀered at $518,000

257 W. Tabascoe Place

655 W. Bright Canyon Drive

Unobstructed East Facing Mountain Views!

Impeccable Home with 3,991 sq.ft.

SOLD at $713,500

SOLD at $615,000

10958 N. Pusch Ridge Vistas Drive

Located In Lovely Gated Golf Community

13821 N. Javelina Springs Place

Unique & Hand Crafted with Love

SOLD at $525,000

SOLD at $525.000

13811 N. Javelina Springs Place

662 W. Silver Eagle Court

Mara Mitchell
(520) 404-6004

mara@themitchellteamtuccson.com

Brian Mitchell
(520) 404-0444

brian@themitchellteamtucson.com

www.TheMitchellTeamTucson.com

SITS LIKE
A GLOVE

Find the furniture you love for all the rooms you love the most.

SOLOMON GROUP
Classic design that’s always in style. Rich genuine Italian
leather, beautifully detailed with solid wood feet.

6026 N. ORACLE ROAD AT RUDASILL

•

520 308 5313

HomeFurnitureOfTucson.com • MON-FRI 10-5:30, SAT 10-5

VISTOSO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION
C/O ASSOCIA ARIZONA
6840 N. ORACLE ROAD, SUITE #130
TUCSON, AZ. 85704
ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

